
English Maths Curriculum Enrichment

RE

Art

PSHE

Computing

Science

PE

Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Sports Day. 
Forest School.

13 Sculptures Children Should Know. Eyewitness: 
Sculptures

Writing
- Narrative
- Black out poetry
- Interview about a sculptor

SPaG
- Personification
- Figurative language
- Subjunctive mood
- Recap punctuation

Comprehension
Consolidate all comprehension skills across a variety of 
text genres. 

Music

Physics – Earth and space
- Name the plants within our solar system and 

understand their distance from one another
- Understand how the planets move in relation to the 

sun
- Describe the movement of the moon in relation to 

the earth
- Explain day and night using the rotation of the 

earth
- Understand that the earth, moon and sun are 

approximately spherical

Y5
- Understand, classify, estimate, calculate, measure 

and draw angles
- Read, plot and translate coordinates
- Add and subtract decimals 
- Convert units
Y6
- Consolidate use of 4 functions and understand the 

most efficient methods of solving problems
- Recap learning

Spectacular 
Sculpture

- Look at the lives and works of famous sculptors, with a 
focus on Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore

- Describe sculptures then interpret and analyse their 
meaning and impact 

- Appreciate impact of sculpture in relation to its 
location and explore why the artist may have chosen 
that location 

- Make detailed sketches of a piece of sculpture (YSP)
- Make maquettes inspired by a piece of sculpture 

Spanish
Words for animals and using them in the 
contexts of poetry and storytelling. 

Squirrels
Summer 2

Words for animals and using them in the 
contexts of poetry and storytelling. 

Computer science: Build a sequence of algorithms 
to create a platform game. Online Bullying. 

RSE: periods, relationships, puberty
Drug Education. Making informed choices. Identify 
a range of substances. Influences and pressures. 
Asking for help. What a habit is and why they are 
hard to change. 

Athletics. Swimming. Sports Day

Learn songs and lyrics for end of year play: Fee 
Fie Foe Fum. Play several notes on the 
glockenspiels both in time to the pulse and at the 
correct pitch in a Hip Hop style. 

Hinduism.
Why is pilgrimage important to some 
religious believers?

Year 6
Sex Education. Secondary school transition 
days. Leavers service.


